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Thanks for soliciting feedback on this.  It's a bummer that the library has to cut back on its journals 
subscriptions but, after looking at the list, I think the impact on my research will be minimal.
Given that this is solely a print cancellation (and that as Michael said the journal has some shady 
practices) and that we will retain digital access to GSA Special Papers/Field Guides as well as the Lyell 
Collection (per your response to Sarah Slotznick), I have no objections to anything on the list.
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Rainbow of open science
Case Studies
Definitions
Open Access: free, immediate, online availability of research articles coupled with the rights to use these articles 
fully in the digital environment. (https://sparcopen.org/open-access/)
Open Data: Structured data that are accessible, machine-readable, usable, intelligible, and freely shared. (CASRAI)
Data Reuse: The practice of reusing previously generated data. (CASRAI)
Supplementary Materials: Additional data files that contain information directly supportive of the document, 
for example, an audio clip, movie, database, spreadsheet, applet, or other external file. 
(https://dtd.nlm.nih.gov/publishing/tag-library/1.0/n-r2x0.html)
Open licensing: a description of usage terms that grants permission to access, re-use and redistribute a work 
with few or no restrictions. (http://opendefinition.org/guide/)
Sharing code, protocols or notebooks: Opening the underlying methods necessary to reproduce published 
research.
Preprint publication: Preliminary version of an article that has not undergone review but that may be shared for 
comment. Preprints may be considered as grey literature. (CASRAI)
Introduction to case studies
Examples of Open Science Related roles Key Issues
Open Access Researcher Ex. Fun  M n a s
Open Data Funder
Data Reuse Collaborators
Supplemental Materials Study participant
Open licensing Government Agency






URLs for case studies
Case Study #1: http://ucblib.link/iF
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Case Study #1: 
Assessing Social Contagion in Body Mass Index...
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China CO2 emission accounts
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Major trauma in winter sports
Case Study #4:
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